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Synchronization of coupled assemblies of relaxation oscillatory electrode pairs

Antonis Karantonis,* Yasuyuki Miyakita, and Seiichiro Nakabayashi
Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Saitama University, Saitama City, Saitama 338-8570, Japan

~Received 3 December 2001; published 2 April 2002!

Spatiotemporal patterns emerging through coupling of identical relaxation oscillatory electrode pairs are
studied. Each pair, consisting of an iron anode and a copper cathode, oscillates periodically under fixed applied
potential difference conditions. It is shown that the system synchronizes rapidly~within few oscillatory cycles!
and differences of natural frequencies as well as boundary effects are compensated. The effect of the geometri-
cal configuration on the dynamic modes is investigated for relatively large assemblies of such oscillatory pairs.
When oscillators are coupled through neighboring electrodes, the response is synchronized by a simultaneous
formation of groups. The formation of groups due to enhancement or inhibition of the oscillations depends on
the relative position of interacting anodes and cathodes. The behavior of the system is compared with the
response of coupled relaxation cells of neurophysiological interest.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Neurons can be either excitatory or inhibitory depend
on the response of their postsynaptic membrane poten
Excitation facilitates the generation of an action potential
the postsynaptic neuron whereas inhibition usually impe
the generation of an action potential. Frequently, excitat
and inhibition refers to the average action of a neuron,
the action of an individual synapse@1#. Collective synchro-
nization, asynchronous, partially synchronous response,
oscillatory correlation of coupled neural oscillators are j
some types of dynamical behavior with implications in ne
robiological sciences@2–5#.

Phase models, in which synchrony is through phase p
ing, are often used as paradigms for coupled neural osc
tors @6,7#. Nevertheless, it was shown that the synchroni
tion mechanism for relaxation neurons can be a lot differ
than the coupling of oscillators with a more sinusoidal ch
acter @8–12#. It was actually proved analytically that fo
coupled relaxation oscillators and for sufficiently close init
conditions, the properties of the oscillators determine the
of approach to synchrony, almost independent of the siz
coupling@9,10#. The major result of the fast threshold mod
lation theory by Somers and Kopell, concerning the in-ph
synchronized solution of coupled excitatory relaxation os
lators, can be summarized as follows: It is stable, it is p
sistent in the presence of nonuniformity of natural frequ
cies, and, it has a rapid rate of convergence.

Synchronization of relaxation neurons is accompanied
several features of the in-phase synchronized behavior. T
~a! synchronization is achieved usually within a few oscil
tory cycles,~b! differences of natural frequencies are co
pensated,~c! edge~boundary! effects are compensated,~d!
an increase of the relaxation character or the coup
strength eliminates phase differences,~e! an almost synchro-
nous response is expected for relaxation oscillators w
more than two time scales, and,~f! the almost synchronou
response can be order preserving or order reversing dep
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ing on the coupling strength and the time scale threshold
far as it concerns coupled fast inhibitory relaxation oscil
tors the typical response can be out-of-phase or antiphas
well as more exotic@13–15#.

All the above features were observed also numerically
simple models of neural oscillators. In the present paper,
synchronization modes as well as the transition feature
in-phase or out-of-phase locking are studied experiment
for a system consisting of a number of coupled relaxat
oscillators which can mimic excitatory or inhibitory neuron
depending on the architecture of the network. The nature
the system is electrochemical; each oscillator is an electr
pair which oscillates periodically within a region of applie
potential differences. The only medium of communicati
between oscillators is the electrolytic solution, that is, t
possible ionic movement due to diffusion and migration a
associated potential variations. The experimental system
FeuH2SO4, CuSO4uCu, i.e., the anodes and cathodes are i
and copper electrodes, respectively, and the electrolytic
dium is an aqueous solution of sulfuric acid and copper s
fate.

The kinetic analogy between the spatiotemporal respo
of electrochemical and electrophysiological oscillations a
nervous stimulations has been observed and studied long
@16,17# and discussed in the past@18,19#. In the following, it
will be shown that these similarities can be extended e
further. The first objective of this paper is to study wheth
the present experimental system falls into the category
coupled relaxation oscillators described by the theoret
work of Somers and Kopell@9,10# and further elaborated by
Izhikevich @12#. Indeed, we will demonstrate experimental
that assemblies of relaxation oscillators synchronize th
jumps even for big differences of natural frequencies. T
compensation of differences is manifested also by an in
pendence on boundary effects, i.e., natural frequencie
edge oscillators under chain configurations. Additionally,
synchronized response is achieved within a very small t
interval ~within a few oscillatory cycles!. The second objec-
tive of this paper is to investigate the spatiotemporal sta
emerging through the coupling of large assemblies of s
identical oscillatory electrode pairs and to determine h
©2002 The American Physical Society13-1
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KARANTONIS, MIYAKITA, AND NAKABAYASHI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046213
these dynamic modes are affected or controlled by the g
metric configuration of the system. It will be shown expe
mentally that the synchronized behavior and the associ
spatiotemporal response is fully determined by the geome
configuration of the assembly; the synchronization modes
defined by the architecture of the network and a simple se
rules.

It must be noted that coupled electrochemical oscillat
have been studied extensively in the past. In most of th
works, the main objective was to relate the coupled respo
of discrete oscillators to the spatially extended behav
since collections of coupled oscillators are considered a
simplified intermediate tool between local and spatially e
tended systems@20#. Some systems studied under this p
spective were iron arrays in sulfuric acid@21–24#, rotating or
nonrotating iron or cobalt disks embedded in the same in
lating surface@25,26#, coupled iron wires@27,28#, chaotic
iron oscillators@29#, assemblies of nickel oscillators@30–
32#, and coupled hydrogen peroxide oscillatory reduction
platinum electrodes@33#. It is now evident from these studie
that coupling in electrochemical systems takes place ma
due to migration currents@34–37# ~even though other poss
bilities are still discussed in recent publications@30#!. In the
present paper, we will not emphasize on the electrochem
processes or the microscopic coupling mechanism.

In order to facilitate the description of the phenomena,
us introduce some terminology. A pair of electrodes wh
the one is acting as an anode and the other as a cath
under a fixed potential differenceVi will be designated as
cell i, wherei 51,2, . . . ,Nmax is an arbitrary integer chose
to name the cell, andNmax the maximum number of cells
The distance between electrodes of a cell will bedi whereas
the distance of adjacent electrodes of different cells will
l i , j . The natural period of the celli will be Ti* . Electrodes
lying within a distancel i , j are said to define anode. A col-
lection ofN cells will be named aset. In the present case, th
maximum number of cells allowed by the instrumentation
Nmax530. The number of nodes for a given set depends
the geometrical configuration. A subset of cells oscillati
with the same phase and period will be called agroup. The
symbol Ti will be used for the period of groupi whereas
Dt i , j will be the time delay andDf i , j ~mod 1! the phase
difference between groupi and j. Obviously, the maximum
number of possible groups isNmax in the case when all cells
are locked out of phase.

II. EXPERIMENT

The iron electrodes were made from Fe wires~Nilaco Co.,
99.5%! of 1 mm diameter. The copper coil electrodes we
made from 40 cm length Cu wires~Nilaco Co., 99.91%! of
1 mm diameter. Iron electrodes were completely covered
an insulating film except for a cylindrical area ofa52 mm
height at'2.5 cm from the bottom of the wire. Reaction
expected to take place only on this ring-shaped area.
electrodes were used as anodes and copper electrod
cathodes in a two-electrode electrochemical arrangemen
schematic example of the experimental setup is shown
Fig. 1~a! for an arrangement consisting of two cells.
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The position of the electrodes~parametersdi andl i , j ! was
fixed with a specially designed acrylic plate where holes o
mm diameter were drilled thus forming a grid of minimu
distance 0.5 cm. The potential difference for each cell w
held constant by using a multi-channel potential sou
~Huso Electrochemical System 9052!. The maximum num-
ber of channels supported by this instrument wasNmax530.
The output circuit of each channel was electromagnetic
isolated from the source and other channels using transfo
ers. The isolation resistance was.100 MV at 610 V, and
the leaking current was,30 pA. The signals of current, po
tential, and clock were fed into an analog-to-digital conver
and stored in a personal computer~NEC, PC-9821Xa200/
W30R! at sampling intervalsdt50.01 s. A schematic repre
sentation of one channel of the potential source is show
Fig. 1~b!.

Experiments were carried out in a mixture of 1 M H2SO4
and 0.4 M CuSO4 solution, diluted from concentrated sulfu
ric acid and dissolved copper~II ! sulfate pentahydrate~Wako
Pure Chemical Industries Ltd.!. The diameter of the reaction
bath was 30 cm and its depth 6 cm.

The process of a typical measurement was as follows:
solution was poured into the reaction bath up to 5 cm dep

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic experimental setup for a set consisting
two cells (N52): The Fe and Cu electrodes are anodes and c
odes, respectively. The reacting surface of the Fe electrodes
heighta. The distance between an anode and a cathode for celi is
di . The distance between adjacent electrodes isl i , j . Electrodes
within a distancel i , j define a node.~b! Simplified schematic repre
sentation of one channel of the potential source. T: transformer
voltage regulator, IA: instrument amplifier, OA: operational amp
fier.
3-2
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SYNCHRONIZATION OF COUPLED ASSEMBLIES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046213
The electrodes were arranged on the acrylic grid in the
sired configuration and the height of the reaction surface
the iron electrodes were carefully made even. The set
placed into the solution and the applied potentialVi was
scanned towards the passive state up toVi51500 mV. Then
the applied potential was shifted to a desired value an
simultaneous measurement of the current flowing thro
each cell was performed.

In order to ensure that all oscillatory pairs were identic
before each experiment the equilibrium potential of all el
trodes was measured versus a reference electrode in a
tion identical with the electrolyte of the system. Only ele
trodes whose potential difference was,61 mV were used.
As a second check for the identity of oscillatory pairs, t
period of each uncoupled oscillator was measured for
applied potential differences under study. The duration of
spatiotemporal patterns was.30 min.

III. RESULTS

A. Synchronization, transitions, and boundary effects

A single cell consists of only an iron ring and a copp
coil functioning as an anode and cathode, respectively.
reference, the distance between the anode and the catho
d55 cm. Under fixed potential difference conditions,
single cell oscillates in a potential window extending fro
V'215 to '245 mV. ForV,215 mV the system is on a
steady state (SS1) where the current attains a constant valu
I'7.5 mA. For V.245 mV the system lies on anothe
steady state (SS2) where the current is almost zero. With
the oscillatory region, the current oscillates periodically. T
amplitude as well as the period of the oscillations increa
for increasing values ofV.

A typical transition from SS1 to a limit cycle is shown in
Fig. 2~a!. By increasingV, a transition to full blown oscilla-
tions is observed atV5218 mV. An example of the relax
ation periodic oscillations forV5230 mV andT* 514.29 s
is presented in Fig. 2~b!. Each oscillatory cycle consists of
silent ~passive! phase, an active phase, a fast transition fr
the silent to the active state, and a moderately fast trans
from the active to the silent phase. It must be noted also
the cell always rests on the silent phase for a very long t
in comparison with the active phase, for any value ofV, i.e.,
the cell is predominantly silent. By decreasingV from within
the oscillatory region, a transition to SS1 is observed atV
5215 mV and thus a small hysteresis region is observ
The existence of a hysteresis region is an indication o
subcritical Hopf bifurcation atVcrit5218 mV, even though
in some cases small amplitude oscillations~,20 mA! of
small period were recorded just prior to the transition to
limit cycle. The transition from the limit cycle to SS2 takes
place atV'245 mV, after a large increase of the period a
the direct characterization of the bifurcation is difficult.

The dependence of the period,T* , of the oscillations on
V, for d53 and 5 cm, is shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen th
the period increases drastically by increasingV. Essentially
the same trend is observed for any value ofd in the range
3<d<10 cm. In the following, we will restrict our pape
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into the potential region over 218 mV, where the oscillatio
are always of relaxation type and the stable steady state1
does not coexist with the limit cycle.

The most simple set consists of two cells (N52) ar-
ranged in a linear configuration. Under this arrangement o
electrodes within a distancel 1,2 interact, thus, forming one
node. If the node consists of two electrodes of the same k
~both anodes or both cathodes!, as shown in Fig. 4~a!, the
two cells oscillate with the same period and phase and t
the system is synchronized. If the set is viewed as an
proximation of a spatially distributed system, then it can
said that the behavior of the set is homogeneous in sp
The spatial homogeneity of the set can be seen in the bin
representation of Fig. 4~b!, for Vi5227 mV, where dark re-

FIG. 2. ~a! Bifurcation curve for a single cell.~s!: stable steady
state (SS1), ~3!: maximum amplitude of stable oscillations
~2 2 2! schematic representation of unstable limit cycles.~b!
Stable oscillations forV5230 mV.

FIG. 3. Variation of the oscillations periodT* with applied po-
tential V for two different values ofd.
3-3
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KARANTONIS, MIYAKITA, AND NAKABAYASHI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046213
gions correspond to an active phase~high current! and white
regions correspond to silent phase~zero current!. Synchroni-
zation for N52 is observed for all distances in the regio
l 1,2,3 cm. For 3< l 1,2,5 cm, more complex synchroniza
tion patterns appear and forl 1,2>5 cm, a drifting response is
observed. Once again, we will restrict our study in the reg
l 1,2,3 cm where identical or almost complete synchrony
observed.

It must be pointed out that synchronization of this s
seems to be independent of the initial conditions. Of cou
the validity of this statement is difficult to be verified expe
mentally but a very big number of experiments supports
observation. Thus, exactly the same features are obse
when Cells 1 and 2 are shifted simultaneously from the p
sive to the oscillatory region, or if Cell 1~Cell 2! is turned
first to the oscillatory region and then Cell 2~Cell 1!. Also,
the set is synchronized for any value of the applied poten
within the oscillatory region.

The transition from uncoupled response to synchrony
be explored by inserting an acrylic plate between the t
interacting electrodes. The length of the acrylic plate wa
cm, its hight 6 cm and its width 0.2 cm. The presence of t
long physical obstacle ensures complete electric and m
isolation of the two cells. As can be seen in Fig. 4~c!, in the
presence of the acrylic plate, cells oscillate independe
with different periods,T1* 58.6 s andT2* 512.5 s. At t
5250 s the acrylic plate is removed, coupling becomes
fective and cells are synchronized. It can be seen also
synchronization is achieved within the first oscillatory cyc
Also, cells compensate the differences of their period a
oscillate with a common period,T1510 s. The compensa
tion of the period differences is observed even when c

FIG. 4. ~a! Two coupled pairs in linear arrangement, with tw
interacting anodes~black circles! and ~b! coupled response forVi

5227 mV. ~c! Transition to synchronization forT1* 58.6 s andT2*
512.5 s. At the arrow, the physical obstacle is removed and c
pling is effective.l 1,250.5 cm,di55 cm.
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oscillate with period differences.20%.
The examples presented in Fig. 4, clearly suggest th

set of two cells becomes phase locked by synchronizing
jumps from the silent to the active phase. Nevertheless,
response is not completely~or identically! synchronized.
There is a phase difference between cells, which is alwa
lot smaller than the order of the period or the active phase
the distance between cellsl 1,2 is considered as a measure
the coupling strength, it can be seen that the phase differe
between synchronized cells decreases as the coup
strength increases. An example of this effect is shown in F
5, for three sets consisting of two interacting cells. For we
coupling strength~l 1,252 cm, dashed-dotted line!, the phase
difference between synchronized cells is rather big. The
is almost synchronized, that is, the cells cross the thresh
from the silent to the active phase at time differences wh
are small compared to the period of the oscillations@11,38#.
As the coupling becomes stronger~l 1,251 cm, dotted line!,
the phase difference becomes smaller. Even for strong c
pling ~l 1,250.5 cm, dashed line!, cells synchronize almos
completely their jumps, but there is still a small delay to th
transition.

Since the coupled response is almost synchrony, it is
teresting to explore whether the behavior is order preserv
or order reversing. In the order preserving case, if Cell 1
the one jumping first from the silent to the active phase a
Cell 2 is the one following, this sequence is repea
throughout the time evolution of the system. In the ord
reversing case, if Cell 1 is the first and Cell 2 follows, the
during the next firing, Cell 2 is the first and Cell 1 follow
etc. In a set consisting of two cells, both order preserving
order reversing response is observed. Hence, for strong
pling (l i , j<1 cm) and lowVi values (Vi',225 mV the al-
most synchronous response is order reversing. An exam
of the orientation reversing behavior is shown in Fig. 6~a!
for l 1,250.5 cm andVi5219 mV. It can be seen that Cell
fires first but dies last during the first event. During the s
ond event, Cell 2 fires first but dies last. This sequence
events repeats itself in time. On the other hand, for wea
coupling (l i , j.1 cm) or high values ofVi (Vi.225 mV) the

u-

FIG. 5. Effect of coupling strength on the phase difference d
ing synchronization,Vi5228 mV. Solid line: cell 1, dashed line
cell 2, l 1,250.5 cm, dotted line: cell 2,l 1,251 cm, dashed-dotted
lines: cell 2,l 1,252 cm.
3-4
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SYNCHRONIZATION OF COUPLED ASSEMBLIES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046213
response is order preserving. An example of the order
serving response is shown in Fig. 6~b! for l 1,250.5 cm and
Vi5230 mV. In this case, Cell 1 fires first but also dies fi
during the first event. During the second event the same
quence is observed, which repeats itself in time.

The experimental results concerning a set of two c
indicate that the system is synchronized rapidly albeit la
differences in natural frequencies. Here we show that dif
ences of the cells at the ends~boundaries! of a linear arrange-
ment versus the cells at the middle are also compensa
The arrangement consist of three cells (N53), as shown in
Fig. 7~a!. In order to ensure that interactions are main
through neighboring electrodes we setl 1,25 l 2,351.5 cm.
Under this configuration the distance between Cells 1 an
is 3 cm, so interactions between the two boundary electro
must be minimal. Also, the middle cell interacts both w
Cells 1 and 3, whereas the boundary cells interact ma
with Cell 2. An example of the transition to synchrony f
this set is shown in Fig. 7~b!. In the presence of obstacle
isolating the three cells, cells oscillate independently w
different periods, T1* 516.6 s, T2* 513.2 s, and T3*
515.8 s. At t5210 s the coupling is made effective; th

FIG. 6. ~a! Two consecutive firing pairs of the order reversin
response forVi5219 mV, ~b! two consecutive firing pairs of the
order preserving response forVi5230 mV. In both casesl 1,2

50.5 cm.
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chain is rapidly synchronized, and period differences
completely diminished. The synchronized set oscillates w
periodT1514.3 s.

The above results suggest that chains and rings consis
of the same number of cells must synchronize in a sim
manner, since boundary effects are not important. In orde
verify this hypothesis, a ring consisting of three cells is
vestigated, under the configuration presented in Fig. 7~c!.
Under this arrangement~no boundaries! the system is syn-
chronized in exactly the same manner with a chain, as ca
seen in Fig. 7~d!. The natural periods of the cells are chos
to be almost the same as in the example of Fig. 7~b!, T1*
515.5 s,T2* 514 s, andT3* 515 s. Cells are rapidly syn
chronized and the period differences are compensated.
synchronized set oscillates with periodT1514.4 s, almost
the same with the synchronized set under the chain confi
ration.

Synchronization of rings is also observed forN.3, e.g.,
in the case of a regular hexagon configuration. Under
geometry six cells are used (N56). The distance betwee
electrodes belonging to the same cell is set todi55 cm, that
is, d15d25¯5d6 . The distance between adjacent ele
trodes is set tol i , j51 cm, as can be seen in Fig. 8~a!. Under
this configuration only electrodes lying within a distancel i , j

FIG. 7. ~a! A chain of three cells,l 1,25 l 2,351.5 cm, di55 cm
and~b! transition to synchrony. The natural periods of the cells
T1* 516.6 s,T2* 513.2 s, andT3* 515.8 s. At the arrow, the physica
obstacles are removed and coupling is effective.~c! A ring of three
cells, l i , j51.5 cm,di55 cm, and~d! synchronized response~traces
overlapped!.

FIG. 8. ~a! Regular hexagon set with one node. The node c
sists of anodes only.~b! Binary representation of the spatiotempor
response,di55 cm, l i , j51 cm, andVi5225 mV.
3-5
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KARANTONIS, MIYAKITA, AND NAKABAYASHI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 046213
are expected to interact since the rest of the electrodes
considerably far away from each other. Thus, the numbe
nodes in this regular polygon arrangement is one. The po
tial of each cell is set to a valueVi within the oscillatory
region, andV15V25¯5V6 . This configuration can be
considered as all-to-all coupling of the six cells.

When the node consists of electrodes of a single kind@all
anodes or all cathodes, Fig. 8~a!# all cells oscillate periodi-
cally in phase. An example of this synchronized behavio
shown in Fig. 8~b! for Vi5225 mV. It is obvious from this
figure that in spite of initial differences, all cells oscilla
homogeneously with the same period and phase thus form
one group whereT152.92 s.

B. Synchronization modes induced by geometry

In the previous section it was shown that when relaxat
oscillatory cells are coupled through electrodes of the sa
nature, i.e., the nodes consist of only anodes or cathodes
response is almost synchronized. Cells tend to synchro
their jumps from the silent to the active phase and the t
difference of the jumps is always smaller than the period
this section, it will be shown that the coupled respon
changes drastically if nodes consist of electrodes of differ
nature. In this case, interactions impede the generatio
oscillations and stable in-phase synchronous response i
observed.

A typical configuration of a set consisting of two cells
shown in Fig. 9~a!. The only node of this set consists of a
anode and a cathode. Under this configuration two differ
kinds of synchronized response are observed which are
out of phase. During the first kind of synchronization, cei
and cellj are out of phase but cellj jumps to the active phas
as soon as celli turns to the silent phase. The second kind
synchronization is antiphase; cells oscillate with the sa
period but with a phase differenceDf i , j'0.5. An additional
feature is that while celli is on the active and cellj on the
silent phase, a small decrease of the current of the s

FIG. 9. ~a! Two coupled pairs in linear arrangement, with inte
acting anode~black circle! and cathode~white circle!, ~b! out-of-
phase synchronization forVi5224 mV. Bistability between,~c!
out-of-phase synchronization, and~d! antiphase synchronization fo
Vi5230 mV. l 1,250.5 cm,di55 cm.
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phase is observed which persists while the other cell is
tive. This decrease of the current is of the order of 1 mA

Representative examples of the out-of-phase respons
l 1,250.5 cm anddi55 cm are shown in Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!.
As can be seen, forVi5225 mV, cells oscillate out of phas
and cellj jumps to the active phase soon after celli reaches
the silent phase. Cells develop a constant phase differe
Df1,250.14, and become synchronized. A similar pattern
followed in Fig. 9~b! for Vi5230 mV, where now the con
stant phase difference isDf1,250.18. An example of the
antiphase synchronization is shown in Fig. 9~d! for Vi

5230 mV where the phase difference isDf1,250.48. In all
cases presented in Fig. 9, it can be stated that the behav
inhomogeneous in space, if the set is viewed as an appr
mation of a spatially distributed system.

Generally, antiphase response is observed for high va
of Vi ~i.e., long periods,T* ! while out-of-phase behavior is
observed for low values ofVi . This observation, supporte
by a big number of experiments, has also exceptions, as
be noticed by comparing Figs. 9~c! and 9~d!. Thus, even
though Vi is the same in both experiments, either out-o
phase or antiphase synchronization can be observed, pos
depending on the initial conditions. Nevertheless, for highVi
the response presented in Fig. 9~c! is very rare.

Out-of-phase synchronization can lead to grouping~or
clustering! when the set consists of more than two cells.
simple symmetric set arrangement forN.2, is the regular
hexagon configuration. Once again, six cells are usedN
56) and the distance between electrodes belonging to
same cell is set todi55 cm. The distance between adjace
electrodes is set tol i , j51 cm, as shown in Fig. 10~a!. Similar
to the caseN56 presented in the previous section, the s
cells are all-to-all coupled.

Initially, all cells are expected to oscillate with slightl
different periods and different phases due to different ini
local electrolytic conditions and experimental imperfection
During the course of oscillations, cells interact through t
electrolytic solution within the node. Once again, the resu
ing response of the set is determined by the electrochem
origin of the neighboring electrodes, similar to the caseN
52 presented in Fig. 9. Hence, the set is divided into t
groups; within each group, cells oscillate with the same
riod and almost the same phase, but different groups osci
out of phase. Typical examples of this behavior are shown
Figs. 10~b!–10~d!. For Vi5224 mV @Fig. 10~b!# the period
of each group isT15T253.02 s. In this example the phas
difference,Df1,2'0.24, is constant corresponding to a del
Dt1,250.72 s. Clearly, Cells 1, 3, and 5 constitute one gro
whereas Cells 2, 4, and 6 belong to another group. Sim
trend is observed forVi5228 mV @Fig. 10~c!# where T1
5T259.47 s andDt1,251.18 s (Df1,2'0.12). The set is di-
vided into two groups for even higher values ofVi . As can
be seen in Fig. 10~d!, Cells 1, 3, and 5 continue to form on
group whereas Cells 2, 4, and 6 form a second group but
system tends to antiphase synchronization in a slower ra

The effect ofVi on the rate of convergence to synchro
can be seen in Fig. 10~e!, where the time delay,Dt1,2 corre-
sponds to the peak-to-peak time interval between Grou
3-6
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and 2, andn corresponds to thenth peak of the time series
For low values ofVi , groups oscillate with small phase di
ference and are rapidly synchronized. AsVi increases, the
rate of convergence is slow, the phase difference va
slowly in time but it is always bounded, i.e., groups nev
overlap. Using some definitions@39,40# it can be stated tha
for the examples presented in Fig. 10, cells belonging to
same group are synchronized almost identically, since t
phase-space variables are almost identical. Also, groups
lag synchronized.

The examples presented in Fig. 10 reveal that the s
chronization modes and the resulting spatiotemporal patt
are determined by the architecture of the network. This
pothesis can be tested for rather complex, yet symme
geometrical configurations, like a set in a ‘‘star’’ arrang
ment, consisting of 24 cells (N524). As can be seen in Fig
11~a!, the number of nodes in this set is 13, sincedi55 cm
and l i , j50.5 cm. The central node consists of six electrod
whereas the perimeter and outer nodes consist of five
two electrodes, respectively. Individual nodes lie far aw
from each other, hence, we expect that cells interact o
through electrodes belonging to the same node.

The response of the ‘‘star’’ set is very unique when ele
trodes belonging to the same node are alternating anodes
cathodes, Fig. 11~a!. In this case, for high values ofVi , the
set is divided into three distinct groups. Group 2 and Gro
3 consist of nine cells, whereas Group 1 consists of six ce
as can be seen schematically in Figs. 11~b!, 11~c!, and 11~d!.

FIG. 10. ~a! Regular hexagon set with one node. The node c
sists of alternating anodes~black circles! and cathodes~white
circles!. Binary representation of the spatiotemporal response
~b! Vi5224 mV, ~c! Vi5228 mV, ~d! Vi5230 mV. ~e! Time delay
between Group 1 and 2 for variousVi . di55 cm, l i , j51 cm.
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Within each group cells oscillate with the same period a
phase but groups oscillate out of phase. Thus, if Grou
~Cells 7–12! fires first its oscillatory pulse, Fig. 11~b!, then
Group 2~Cells 2, 4, 6, 13, 16, 17, 20, 21, and 24! will fire,
Fig. 11~c!, and after that, Group 3~Cells 1, 3, 5, 14, 15, 18
19, 22, and 23! will fire an oscillatory pulse, Fig. 11~d!.
Then, Group 1 will oscillate again and this series of eve
will repeat itself in time.

Typical examples of the response of the ‘‘star’’ config
ration are presented in Fig. 12. For low values ofVi , the
spatiotemporal response is complex and groups are
formed, as can be seen in Fig. 11~a! for Vi5227 mV. By
increasing the applied potential difference, the set is divid
into groups according to the schematic of Fig. 11. Thus,
Vi5229, 230, and 232 mV three distinct groups are form
as can be seen in Figs. 12~b!–12~d!.

IV. DISCUSSION

Assemblies of almost identical oscillatory electrode pa
are synchronized when they are coupled through the elec
lytic solution. Due to experimental limitations, natural fr
quencies and initial phases are always different, but coup
leads to collective synchronization, similar to biological o
cillators which can spontaneously synchronize to a comm
frequency even if there is a distribution of natural freque
cies among the population@2#.

Here, we will attempt a comparison of the experimen
results presented in the proceeding sections with the theo
ical work concerning coupled relaxation oscillators of ne
rolobiological interest@9,10,12,14,15#. The main characteris
tic of coupled excitatory relaxation neural oscillators w
proved to be their rapid transition to synchrony. This res

-

r

FIG. 11. ~a! Star set with 13 nodes (N524), ~b! Group 1,~c!
Group 2, and~d! Group 3.
3-7
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was also shown to be valid in numerical calculations
simple neural oscillator models@9,10#. The present experi
mental system presents exactly the same characteristic
was shown in Figs. 4~b! and 7~b!, couples or arrays of oscil
latory cells synchronize almost identically within only fe
oscillatory cycles. Another important characteristic
coupled relaxation neurons is that they compensate their
riod differences. This compensation proved to be valid
merically even for period differences up to 50%@10#. In the
present paper, it was shown experimentally in Figs. 4, 7,
8 that this is also true for coupled relaxation electrode pa
cells tend to forget all initial differences and synchronize in
a common frequency. This trend was observed experim
tally for differences exceeding 20%. Differences of ed
neurons ~boundaries! in chain configurations were als
proved to be eliminated during coupling. The same trend w
observed in the present system~Fig. 7! where the response o
a chain and a ring set consisting of three cells were show
be apparently the same.

Identical synchronization, i.e., exact simultaneous ju
from the silent to the active phase, is expected to occur ei
for cells lying on their relaxation limit, satisfying the ‘‘com
pression hypothesis’’ and under Heaviside-type excitat
coupling @9,10# or for any kind of excitatory coupling, pro
vided that relaxation oscillators are very weakly coup
@12#. Moving away from the relaxation limit or making th
coupling more ramplike, a phase difference is developed
tween relaxation neurons, leading to wave propagating
sponse. Additionally, rigorous conditions were proved to

FIG. 12. Binary representation of the spatiotemporal respo
for the star configuration, di55 cm, l i , j50.5 cm. ~a! Vi

5227 mV, ~b! Vi5229 mV, ~c! Vi5230 mV, ~d! Vi5232 mV.
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ist, under which the almost synchronous response is the
stable solution for a pair of coupled relaxation oscillatio
evolving in more than two time scales@11#. In the present
paper, it was also experimentally shown that relaxation c
are actually almost synchronized. The jump time delay w
always smaller than the oscillations’ period and tended
smaller values as the coupling strength increased~Fig. 5!. In
theory, the almost synchronous solution can be order p
serving or order reversing depending on the relative mag
tude of the time scale threshold and the coupling strength
course, in the present experimental system there is not
direct way to control the time scale threshold but it w
systematically observed that for strong coupling and low v
ues ofVi the almost synchronous response is order revers
Fig. 6~a!. On the other hand, highVi values and/or weake
coupling leads to order preserving synchronization, Fig. 6~b!.

Coupling of identical periodic oscillators does not alwa
lead to identical synchronization. Even simple diffusive co
pling of identical periodic oscillators can dephase the in
vidual oscillators and cause out-of-phase or even comp
oscillatory behavior. This kind of exact response was initia
predicted@20# and later confirmed by numerical experimen
of coupled neural oscillators@41#. Recently, identical results
were obtained for a caricature model of coupled elect
chemical oscillators@42#. The main cause of dephasing
those cases is a strong deformation of the phase flow in
vicinity of the limit cycle which can lead to bursting oscilla
tions as far as a homoclinic limit cycle exists. In the pres
paper, we show a different mechanism leading to dephas
Cells oscillate out of phase if only the geometric configu
tion of the system is changed. Thus, if the interacting el
trodes are of a different kind the response will be depha
whereas if the interacting electrodes are of the same kind
system will be synchronized in phase. The response of
system for interacting electrodes of a different kind r
sembles the behavior of coupled inhibitory neurons@13–15#.

This simple rule determines also the grouping~or cluster-
ing! of the cells. Thus, the number of groups as well as
cells participating in each group is fully determined by t
nature of the electrodes in each node; neighboring cells
teracting through electrodes of the same kind will belong
the same group and groups will oscillate out of phase. T
allows us to predict the qualitative features of the spatiote
poral patterns or produce specific spatiotemporal pattern
will.

Among the large amount of work concerning relaxati
neurons, there are many examples where excitatory coup
leads to antiphase response@43# or fractured synchrony
@10,12#. On the other hand, there are several cases wh
inhibition synchronizes neural firing@7,15,44#. In the present
paper, though, antiphase response is never observed w
cells are coupled through electrodes of the same nature~imi-
tating excitatory connections!. Also, in-phase synchroniza
tion is never observed when cells are coupled through e
trodes of different nature~imitating inhibitory connections!.
Nevertheless, the existence and stability of these states
not be excluded. A systematic investigation of the effect
the initial conditions, electrolyte composition, and extern
perturbations is in progress in our laboratory, in order

e
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reveal additional synchronization modes.
As a conclusion, it can be stated that coupled electr

pairs of relaxation character closely resemble the respons
coupled relaxation neural oscillators. This was verified b
series of comparisons between the present experimental
tem and the theoretical predictions which revealed t
coupled relaxation cells of electrochemical origin can mim
many of the features of coupled relaxation neurons. Also
was shown that networks consisting of assemblies of cou
l

u-

ce
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relaxation cells can produce synchronization patterns at
by following simple configuration rules.
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